The last few years have seen a flurry of apps for anonymous communication, with Secret, Whisper, Yik Yak, and others attracting millions of users worldwide. Despite differences in their functionality, all of these apps extend the same invitation: speak freely and honestly. Enveloped in this invitation are long-running debates about the ideal conditions for authentic self-expression and the consequences of online anonymity. However, while a great deal has been written about the opportunities and challenges of anonymity in the early days of the internet, we still know very little about the recent wave of anonymous social media, which operate within a new online context. The shift to the real-name web (Hogan, 2013) and the rise of social media call for a reappraisal of how anonymity is perceived and experienced, particularly in one of its newest forms: anonymous communication with friends on tie-based anonymous applications.
term accounts for both the appeal of applications such as Secret, and their inherent instability: people are drawn in because they are given the opportunity to be anonymous among friends; at the same time, the knowledge of connectivity invites constant de-anonymization. Put differently, the very feature that makes networked anonymity so appealing as a model of communication also brings about its collapse. Like chemical elements that can only survive for a number of milliseconds, networked anonymity starts to decay the moment it is brought into the world. We argue that the rise and fall of Secret, and other apps for anonymous communication, are at least partly explained by the model of networked anonymity. to Van Der Nagel (2017) the common use of pseudonyms in those sites can be understood as a practice of deliberately compartmentalizing identities and audiences, for example in the subreddit r/gonewild, where participants adopt pseudonyms in order 'to be seen while keeping safe' (Van Der Nagel and Frith, 2015) . While the literature has certainly moved beyond the dichotomy of anonymous/identifiable since the rise of social media, the notion of online anonymity -not as an additional feature or possibility, but as the driving force of many new social apps -is now experienced in a new context that requires further examination.
New models of online anonymity Ma et al. (2017) distinguish between two hybrid models of anonymity: proximity-based and tiebased. The former includes services that rely on geographical proximity (ascertained through the GPS on one's smartphone), such as Whisper and (the defunct) Yik Yak. In this model, users post statuses that are delivered to other users within a defined proximity. The latter model is based on pre-existing digital ties between users, drawn from SNS or mobile phone contacts, and can be seen in apps like Secret, Mimi (a Chinese app that is very similar to Secret) and, most recently, Sarahah.
Here, messages are delivered to users who are already in one's social networks. As such, and as we shall show, users are potentially reachable by and identifiable to one another. Kang et al. (2016) found that people use anonymous social media to gain social validation from an anonymous crowd despite the lack of cohesive and persistent identifiers, similarly to earlier online pseudonymous communities. They also report that participants feel these apps allow for greater honesty, openness, and diversity of opinion. However, although their study focused on apps that offer different models of anonymity -two proximity-based (Whisper, Yik Yak) and one 6 tie-based (Secret) -it did not address the different experiences that each of these apps offers their users, and the way that the types of relationship between users shapes the anonymous interaction.
There have been several attempts to typify the proximity-based model. Focusing on Whisper, researchers found that it exhibits weak and ephemeral ties, while the possibility for developing strong relationships is strongly influenced by geographic density and frequency of use (Wang, et al., 2014) . Additionally, posts were found to exhibit different degrees of anonymity, with some users comfortable at having their identities associated with the message (Correa, et al., 2015) .
These observations suggest that although proximity-based anonymity is new, the way people interact through these services may not be. Geographical proximity does not seem to change the general impression of strangeness between users, and identity cues trade-offs still appear to serve as a mechanism compensating for the impersonal nature of the anonymous environment, similarly to the dynamic found in anonymous interest-based forums. Moreover, researchers' approaches to anonymity in these new proximity-based apps remain limited to concerns such as moral threats and cyberbullying (see Black, Mezzina and Thompson, 2016; Silva et al., 2016) Accordingly, it is tie-based anonymity that requires theoretical consideration. While anonymous apps that rely on location as the only anchor for sociability are still likely to create the impression of a room full of strangers, anonymous tie-based apps give the feeling of a room full of friends, but where everybody is blindfolded. What is new about this model is that anonymous interactions revolve around pre-existing digital connections which are publicly displayed and traversable in the SNSs upon which these anonymous services are built. Tie-based anonymous apps can thus be seen as social network sites that have been stripped of their public qualities.
Indeed, we argue that tie-based anonymity should be examined from the perspective of the network, given that this is what sets it apart from previous models of anonymity. Tie-based anonymity exhibits an inherent tension between strangeness and familiarity, or, to borrow from Scannell (2000) , between anonymous 'anyones' and identifiable 'someones' (participants who are already socially connected to me). Hence, we ask: What perceptions and practices does the structure of a social network bring to the experience of anonymous communication? How did the knowledge of pre-existing connections between anonymous users shape their expectations from and participation in Secret? What was appealing about this model of anonymity, and what (if anything) does it have to do with the app's downfall? Answering these questions will help to bring the literature on anonymous computer-mediated communication up to date, and will situate the recent wave of apps for anonymous communication in the wider context of social media.
Method
This article is based on twenty semi-structured in-depth interviews with Israeli users of Secret (12 men, eight women) aged 23-46 (average: 29) . It was guided by the principles of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) , in which analysis and conceptual theorizing progressed from the outset of the research process and in parallel with it. We found the interpretive nature of this approach best suited for investigating the complex uses, attitudes and perceptions regarding the new and under-researched model of anonymity offered by Secret.
Participants were recruited through a Facebook post calling on adult Israelis who had used the app for at least two weeks, following by snowball sampling. Interviews were conducted between May and June 2015, shortly after Secret had announced its sudden shutdown. However, the key period of use mentioned by most interviewees was July-August 2014, which was before Secret changed from a tie-based platform to a proximity-and tie-based one. In addition, it should be noted that the sampled population was mainly composed of early adopters in their 20s who study or work in the fields of media and technology, and live in central cities in Israel (Tel Aviv and Jerusalem). While 8 quite homogenous, the sample fits well with the audience that warmly embraced the app when it was first released in Silicon Valley in the beginning of 2014.
The interviews followed a semi-structured questionnaire with the goal of facilitating a natural conversation-driven dialogue. Users were asked about their perceptions of anonymous communication, focusing on issues of self-presentation, self-disclosure and social dynamics on Secret, in comparison to their uses of and attitudes towards real-name social media. Interviews were conducted face-to-face (except for two that were carried out via Skype), and lasted 60-90 minutes.
The transcribed interviews were imported into software for qualitative data analysis. Coding proceeded in three stages: open, axial and selective coding (Pandit, 1996; Strauss & Corbin, 1998) .
First, open coding was applied to identify prominent themes across all interviews and fracturing the raw data into 'bricks' of concepts and motifs. Second, axial coding was performed to explore the connections between those bricks, and their relations to anonymity-related themes found in previous studies on anonymous and pseudonymous internet communities, such as disinhibited behaviors, intimacy and support. This stage of analysis was used to define the main categories and their sub-categories (for example, 'fear', 'deception', and 'loneliness' were conjoined to a subcategory of 'negative attitudes towards anonymity', which was subordinated to a higher category of 'users' expectations'). After this integration of categories, the data were reevaluated and a core category was identified: social media-based de-anonymization strategies. This included actions interviewees took to reconstruct the identities of other users on Secret in ways that were specifically related to the network structure of the application. Once the core category was established, we applied a more intense form of coding to typify the different sources, orientations and contexts used to perform each of these de-anonymization practices. This process was carried out in the selective coding stage (Pandit, 1996) , in which an initial theoretical framework was developed to account for the new ways anonymity is perceived and experienced in the context of tie-based anonymity.
Findings Perceptions

Secret as Facebook's id
The founders of Secret invited users 'to be themselves and share anything they're thinking and feeling with their friends without judgment'. 3 However, this was not why the interviewees came to Secret. In fact, anonymous communication was generally viewed in negative terms, such as 'scary', 'dangerous' and 'faceless', and was often associated with earlier iterations of privacy concerns and the internet. Some interviewees were simply uninterested. For example, Rubi said:
'I must say anonymity is not really all that interesting to me [...] when it comes to anonymous people I'm like, well, I don't really care about their opinions'. Peter went further, stressing that 'I want to be famous and recognized, so anonymity is exactly the opposite of who I am; it's for psychopaths'. Others felt that the contemporary social media environment makes the concept of anonymity redundant. As Bobby said, 'Anonymity is a bit of unicorn nowadays'.
So why did they start using Secret? The two most common explanations were boredom ('I was sitting on the toilet and my Facebook feed was running out', said Nikolai) and entertainmentseeking. Additionally, interviewees hoped to read things 'people don't say on Facebook', as Ruby At the same time, interviewees did not expect that their friends would be sharing deep secrets, and they themselves had no intention of posting anything that could potentially embarrass them.
Once they had started using Secret, however, the anonymity it offered was significant to the interviewees' identity management and social interactions on the app. Since Facebook overshadowed the experience of using Secret, going incognito on Secret not only felt liberating, but also seemed to compensate for what had been lost on Facebook: a sense of genuine caring between people one sees as 'friends'. This was described by Greg, with a certain ambiguity, as 'an entire community of people who don't know you, or maybe they do know you, but you don't know that they know you'. Specifically, he spoke of a time when this community offered support to a suicidal user: 'I saw comments like, "man, you are a friend of mine […] talk to me"'. While intimacy between anonymous strangers is a well-known phenomenon (Rubin, 1975; Suler, 2004) , almost half of the interviewees connected their willingness to open up to the reassuring knowledge that they were surrounded by friends. Aligned with recent findings on anonymous social media showing that users are more comfortable disclosing to social ties than to people nearby (Ma, Hancock and Naaman, 2016) , we see that tie-based anonymity produces a new kind of intimacy between anonymous individuals in a network, in which empathy and openness are enabled specifically by social closeness. As Zion said regarding his recent break-up, on Secret he felt he could 'open up the subject with friends, in a more anonymous and discreet format'.
It should be noted, however, that the experience of being anonymous on Secret was also associated by some interviewees with previously reported themes regarding online anonymity. For example, some mentioned the desirable shift away from profiles (Bernstein et al., 2011; Henderson & Gilding, 2004) , as Secret gave them 'the opportunity to simply say it, regardless of your gender or identity' (Ophelia). For Greg, a spokesman for public institutions, Secret was stage on which he could express the full complexity of his views without risking his job: 'I was able to be completely critical […] to engage in political discussions without holding myself back'. His words echo the established ties between anonymous communication and political expression (Coleman, 2011) . In addition, two interviewees demonstrated a playful and exploratory use of the mask of anonymity in a similar fashion to that of MUD players in the early days of the internet (Turkle 1995) , by signing each post they shared on Secret with a consistent pseudonym.
These findings support what we already know about anonymity, but also tell us something new.
Situated in the shadow of Facebook, we learn that Secret was experienced both as a social network and as a dissociated anonymous sphere, akin to earlier models of anonymous CMC services, such as IRC and ad-hoc discussion boards. This is exemplified in Bobby's statement that 'on Secret you don't know who's reading it, well, as a matter of fact you do, but somewhere you kind of don't care'. The intriguing tension between familiarity and strangeness described in this excerpt appeared to have a unique effect on how interviewees imagined their anonymous audience on Secret, a point to which we now turn.
The reconstructed imagined audience Scott (2004) defined as 'source knowledge' -the degree of familiarity between the source and receiver in anonymous communication -as opposed to 'source specification', which concerns the extent to which a message source is distinguished from other possible sources (p. 129). In earlier work of his, Scott argues that these two dimensions shape the concept of anonymity and affect the likelihood that a receiver will engage in identification efforts, a point on which we elaborate later (Anonymous, 1998) .
Seeing that a secret was posted by a 'friend' or a 'friend of friend' obviously creates a general sense of assumed familiarity between anonymous users. But the interviews suggest that the presence of 'friends of friends' creates the possibly misguided impression that we are closely connected to our 'friends'. The distinction between friends and friends of friends meant that each secret could be attributed to distinct sets of people, one of which ('friends') is inherently more interesting than the other. For example, Eric said: 'With "friend of friend" I don't care much beyond the basic voyeurism, but with a "friend" it's something more [meaningful]'. Neil explained that seeing secrets from 'friends' is more appealing because it heightens the drive to de-anonymize:
Once it's a friend of mine, and once it's a friend of another friend, then it really narrows it down, like the amount of people who could have written that [secret] . Then the attempts We already know that audiences on SNSs are imagined (Litt and Hargittai, 2016) , and that SNS users imagine the audience that helps them make sense of various social media metrics (Bernstein et al., 2013) . On Secret, which was not a social network site but was experienced as such, users felt they were interacting with what we term a reconstructed imagined audience, from which individuals who might make us feel uncomfortable are mentally excluded. Interviewees assumed that their anonymous network on Secret was comprised either of people they consider close friends, or people they do not really care about. Interestingly, this imagined network did not include ties that on other platforms might make users feel awkward, such as parents and former bosses. As such, Secret was seen as immune from context collapse (2014 This feeling created the illusion that 'there are no mothers on Secret', as Jasmine put it (although one interviewee was a mother who joined Secret to spy on her teenage daughter). That is to say, the imagined audience on Secret was characterized more by those who were not included in it than by those who were, and therefore was experienced as a reconstructed and selectively sorted Facebook audience. This false sense of control over the contexts of the imagined audience (previously reported by Bernstein et al., 2013) seems to have taken at least some of the pressure off the interviewees' carefully managed self-presentation on Facebook.
However, after Secret launched its geofenced feed in December 2014, a feature that restricted secrets to people within a certain geographical location, the reassuring promise of being anonymous with friends lost its resonance. The transformation from a tie-based to a proximitybased model created a different setting for anonymous communication, which also led to a change in the perception of the audience in a way that undermined interviewees' motivations for using the app. Josephine, for instance, eventually quit Secret because she felt she was losing that appealing sense of control over her imagined audience: 'the fact that I couldn't choose who to filter meant The anonymity offered by Secret was only appealing for as long as the interviewees felt they were communicating with people whom they could potentially de-anonymize, which was strongly affected by the degree of source knowledge. On the one hand, the absence of unique identifiers, such as names and other profile details, helped them imagine a reconstructed social media audience, without having to navigate colliding contexts; on the other hand, once this audience became radically anonymous, to the point where they could not de-anonymize it at all, Secret stopped being interesting.
Practices
De-anonymization strategies
The most prevalent practice among the interviewees was de-anonymization. Since the nature of their connection with anonymous sharers was visible to them -'friend' or 'friend of friend' -the interviewees could draw on this assumed familiarity as a basis on which to reconstruct identities on Secret. A similar finding has been reported by Ma et al. (2017) 
regarding users of Secret and
Mimi, where two types of de-anonymization strategies were identified: 'soft-hacking' (guessing, based on previous knowledge about friends, language and speech cues, etc.) and 'hard-hacking'
(such as breaking into Secret's database). However, Ma et al. do not explain how users tried to deanonymize others, and nor do they explain the significance of de-anonymization to the experience of using Secret. Accordingly, we present four strategies for de-anonymization described by the interviewees, before showing how they are central to the very experience of using Secret, and, we suggest, other apps for tie-based anonymous communication.
(a) Educated guesswork
The first strategy, that of educated guesswork, is not exclusive to Secret. It builds on personal interpretations of information that can be extracted from the anonymous message, which is then linked to one's knowledge about one's friends. In some cases, interviewees guessed who had posted secrets based on writing style or a unique turn of phrase that reminded them of a specific friend. For instance, one interviewee believed his best friend recognized a very personal secret of his based on an idiosyncratic turn of phrase. Other interviewees relied on familiar references provided in the secret. For example, Peter came across a secret that included the name of his friend's employer, and Bobby saw a coming-out-of-the-closet disclosure which he immediately attributed to a friend of his who had recently come out.
(b) Crowdsourced educated guesswork
The second strategy, crowdsourced educated guesswork, is similar to the first, though it involves more people. David described this strategy as follows:
In my friends group on WhatsApp someone would send a screenshot [of a secret he saw
on Secret] and there was this whole thing of trying to guess if that's someone we knew.
Usually someone would drop a speculation and others would say 'yes' or 'no'.
In other words, not only did users try to link pieces of information from anonymous secrets with extraneous knowledge, as described above, they also sought to verify their educated guesses with mutual friends on other digital platforms.
(c) Cross-referencing with other platforms
This strategy is qualitatively different from the previous two in that it involves another source(s) of information and requires a specific orientation that we can only find in a highly-networked environment. It involves the monitoring of activity of anonymous friends on Secret and on other social networks over a parallel timeframe. For example, David remembered seeing on Secret a disturbing confession of infidelity, which he believed had been published by a specific friend of his, and which included the sharer's age. At a later date he saw a comment, which he suspected had been written by the same person (based on their writing style). Because comments to secrets are posted in real time (unlike the secrets themselves, itself an anonymity-protecting feature),
David was able to log on to Facebook and see that the person he suspected of writing the comment, and the confession of infidelity, was online. As he explained:
There was this one time [...] that I recognized a comment of hers. Because I knew her age, I checked who on my Facebook friends list was active at that time, and she was the only friend of that age who was active.
One of the things that stands out about this example is David's computer-like analysis. Reidentifying individuals by linking data from distinct networks, or by analyzing patterns of a person's digital activity, is far from trivial. It requires both a technological orientation and the ability to conceive of identity in terms of digital footprints.
(d) Retrieving the network
The fourth and most complex strategy draws on cross-referencing other social media platforms, while also drawing on other actors in one's network, and in particular their network relations with one another. This was already hinted at in an abovementioned quote from Neil ('Once it's a friend of mine, and once it's a friend of another friend, then it really narrows it down'). Jasmine, however, goes into great detail. In interview, she mentioned having come across a secret, published by a 'friend', that she felt was addressed to her. The secret included a line from one of her boyfriend's favorite songs. Since she and her boyfriend, Mark, were on a break, she interpreted it as his way of letting her know that he missed her. However, Jasmine was not entirely sure, so she set about de-anonymizing the secret: Of course, it is not by chance that Jasmine decides that her sister, her brother, and his girlfriend are suitable assistants. In fact, it is precisely because she introduced them to Mark; Mark only knows them because he knows Jasmine. Jasmine (correctly) conceives of herself as the node that links Mark and these other people in her network.
This also shows the multiple layers of networks that Jasmine is navigating. One layer consists of Jasmine's offline social network. This is the network at play when Jasmine is thinking about to whom she can send screenshots. Another layer is her Facebook network: her efforts at deanonymization only work because Secret reproduces Facebook ties. Moreover, because she knows what certain parts of that network look like, she can internally visualize them. That is, she knows that she, Mark, and her three helpers are all connected to each other on Facebook. The third layer is the network on Secret, where secrets are presented as having been posted by 'friends' or 'friends of friends'. Having recruited assistants who are close to her, and whose proximity to Jasmine is precisely the reason she recruited them, Jasmine imagines different network configurations in order to de-anonymize the Secret network. In other words, Jasmine tries to make the ties on Secret viewable and traversable; she is trying to turn Secret into a social network site, and she is able to do that precisely because Secret was layered on top of Facebook.
The four strategies for de-anonymization described by the interviewees are summarized in Table   1 . They are labelled from (a) to (d) to convey the increasing sophistication of the techniques. The anonymous network referred to here is Secret, but these strategies could be deployed vis-a-vis other tie-based anonymous networks too.
Altogether, the first two strategies were mentioned in 33 different instances by 18 interviewees.
We group them because we consider this sort of identification effort as having to do mainly with 'source specification' (Scott, 2004) . The second two strategies involve information from Secret and other sources in a way that also requires 'source knowledge' (Scott, 2004) . This type of strategy, which brings the degree of connection and familiarity between users to bear, was explicitly described by five interviewees in five different instances. This, however, does not include interviewees sharing a screenshot from Secret with friends on WhatsApp, although these incidences may involve connections outside Secret between all parties and thus may overlap the two groups of strategies.
As noted earlier, the research population was mainly comprised of early adopters, who were techoriented young adults. These characteristics no doubt impacted on the described practices, especially the more sophisticated ones. While we do not suggest that the ordinary user of Secret would engage in such cross-referencing attempts or multi-sourced de-anonymization efforts, we maintain that precisely these outstanding examples provide valuable and nuanced knowledge that cannot be accessed otherwise. Building on Scott (1998; , we see this difference play out in two main ways: the degree of perceived anonymity; and the sociotechnical arrangements that are likely to prompt deanonymization efforts.
My knowledge
Because the difference between Secret and earlier forms of online anonymity lies in the networked nature of the ties between users of the app, we call this networked anonymity. Networked anonymity is produced when actors' identities are removed from a pre-existing network, while leaving the structure of the network in place and leaving visible the edges' attributes. In other words, the anonymous actors in this network know what type of connection they share with one another (on Secret, 'friend' or 'friend of friend'). It is distinct from other models of anonymity in terms of its implications for users' perceptions, motivations and practices. Our central argument is that the concept of anonymity from the early days of the internet, when nobody knew you're a dog, does not apply to tie-based anonymous communication. The recent growth in anonymous social media, Secret included, cannot be analyzed using the theoretical tools from the anonymous computer-mediated environment of the mid-1990s, such as MUDs and IRC, or through cases like the anonymous communities of 4chan. Steps have already been made to conceptualize apps such as Secret as tie-based (Ma et al., 2016; 2017) . However, we shift the focus from ties to networks, both as a technical basis and as objects-to-think-with about the meaning and experience of anonymous communication on such platforms.
Due to its networked structure, Secret invited users to imagine each anonymous secret's author as 'someone' rather than as an unknown 'anyone'. Accordingly, interviewees often interpreted the secrets they read as directed at them, and not at an anonymous audience. Here we expand on our earlier mention of Scannell (2000) , who argued that in order to appeal to many people at once, media must be organized such that anyone and everyone can use and understand them. He suggests that post-industrial mass media manage to do so because they have a for-anyone-as-someone communicative structure. As such, they combine the impersonal and useful for-anyone nature of mass products with the personally designed for-someone model of custom-made products to simultaneously speak to one and to many. Thus, mass media are able to capture both the anonymous audience of the masses and the particular someone watching the news on TV from his living room. As noted by Scannell, 'it seems that the newsreader in the studio is speaking directly to me […] and yet at the same time this experience is shared by countless others' (pp. 10-11).
In order to explain what the network context does to anonymous media, we suggest turning Scannell's argument on its head: with anonymous social media, the issue is less to do with whom is being talked to and much more to do with who is talking, which such apps conceal from us.
Nevertheless, because Secret sat on top of Facebook and made visible the nature of the connection between users, users on Secret felt they were not being spoken to by just anyone, but rather by a particular someone whom they knew. We thus argue that networked-anonymity based services have a from-someone-as-anyone communicative structure, which creates constant instability.
Ironically, this instability was the most attractive feature of Secret. It enabled users to feel in control of their social network, as they redrew it in their mind by creating mental maps of restored ties and identities, and thereby undermined the very anonymity Secret offered them. This communicative structure gives the model of networked anonymity its force in an age of real-name policies and publicly articulated profiles. It is a model of anonymity that calls for interruption and invites the reconstruction of identities around a networked self.
Conclusion
We found that the anonymity offered by Secret enabled users to disclose more openly than on other social media platforms, to express unconventional opinions, and to experiment with a wider range of aspects of their identity. It also appeared to play a significant role in interviewees' ability to empathize and share feelings with others, and, in some cases, it was experienced as a tool for promoting content over personality. However, while the connection between these properties and anonymous communication has already been delineated in previous studies, we argue that there is something importantly new about the anonymity offered by Secret, namely, its network context.
There are two ways in which networks construct this new kind of anonymity: technical, of course, but also conceptual. Secret was not only based on pre-existing social networks, but also appealed to its users' network orientation, drawing on the network as a structure of thought.
The rise of the real-name web, with its identity-based profiles on SNSs, did not do away with anonymity, but the context in which anonymous services now operate has dramatically changed.
While some aspects of anonymity still draw us to engage in such services, such as the ability to play with our identity, our structure of thought regarding online communities is now networked in essence; we imagine social ties in terms of networks. This is especially relevant when trying to understand the social functions of anonymity for users of Secret. From a network perspective, finding that de-anonymization was the most commonly discussed practice among the interviewees is an affirmation of the wider media context.
In this respect, re-identifying an anonymous author who was shown as a 'friend' or a 'friend of friend' was not solely about de-anonymizing that particular user, but should rather be seen as an attempt to reconstruct one's own network. Analysis of the interviewees' de-anonymization strategies reveals the deep assimilation of a network logic, which corresponds to the communicative structure of from-someone-as-anyone. They navigated secrets as if they were landmarks in an imagined network, where each secret implied a link that could lead to another link, with users drawing on multiple networks simultaneously. That is to say, what makes networked anonymity intriguing is the fact that no anonymous actor can be fully immune from the potential consequences of revealing the nature of their ties within and between anonymous and non-anonymous networks. At the same time, the case of Secret demonstrates why the lifetime of instantiations of this model is inherently limited by competing forces -the drive to connectivity on the one hand, and to anonymity on the other.
Epilogue
On April 29, 2015, Secret announced its closure. Our study does not aim to account for the reasons for Secret's demise after only 16 months of activity. Partly this is because apps come and go for numerous reasons that are beyond the scope of this study, but mainly because our focus here is on perceptions of and practices within a mediated anonymous environment in light of technological and cultural changes. Indeed, the rise of social media has profound implications for expectations and uses of anonymous social apps. Our interviewees found a great deal of interest in Secret for as long as they could rely on connectivity clues to reconstruct the identities of the members of their social network. However, solving the puzzle (or thinking that it has been solved) destabilizes the anonymity of the platform. On the other hand, when Secret became proximity-based and started to resemble a chat room, in which a bunch of anonymous 'anyones' gathered to share random messages, users stopped engaging. In other words, networked anonymity cannot hold stable:
indicators of connectivity ('friend', 'friend of friend') enable de-anonymization; their removal means that the users are no longer networked. Hence, the concept of networked anonymity helps us understand not only the success and the failure of Secret, but offers a new way of conceptualizing anonymity in the age of real-name social media.
